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RadioShack DC -to -AC power inverters.

Great for camping, road trips and tailgate parties
RadioShack inverters change vehicle 12 -volt DC power into 120 volts AC

300 -watt inverter has two AC outlets
Plugs into vehicle DC outlet or connects directly to vehicle
battery. Features two AC outlets for operating two devices at
once, such as a small TV and a VCR, DVD player or video
game. Provides up to 300 watts continuous AC output and
handles surges up to 600 watts to start most small TVs and
motors. Built-in cooling fan. Has on/off switch; overload,
short-circuit and thermal protection; plus automatic reset and
shutdown functions and a low -battery alarm. Compact-only
6Xx 4Vi6x ". #22-146

Q&A Q&A
QUESTION: QUESTION:

do I need an invertei-) .".hich inverter should I choose -1
ANSWER: ANSWER:

An inverter lets you operate AC -powered lights, a small fan or TV, a To select an inverter, compare the AC device's power requirement
notebook computer and many other devices from your vehicle. Inverters (watts) with the power an inverter can deliver. For example, to
are handy for work at a remote site, camping, travel and emergencies. operate a lamp with a 100 -watt bulb, choose an inverter that

Appliance
Typical Power Requirement

(Watts)

Wireless phone or

camcorder charger 10

AC -powered work light 30

Video game 25

Laptop computer 80

13" color TV 100

19" color TV 150

19" color TVNCR combo 300

delivers at least 100 watts AC. It's best to choose an inverter with
more capacity that you need to make sure the inverter runs cool.

The chart at left shows typical power
requirements of AC appliances.

QUESTION:

How long can I operate an inverter
without draining my vehicle's battery?

ANSWER:

Practically as long as you need to. Just start your vehicle from
time to time to recharge the battery. RadioShack's 300 -watt
inverter, above, alerts you when battery output drops below

volts. If the battery output drops below 10 volts, the
inverter shuts off automatically.

Compact plug-in inverters
These handy, one-piece inverters plug into

a 12 -volt DC car power outlet
and provide 120 volts AC

60 -watt plug-in inverter
Perfect for operating a radio, boombox, small TV, incandescent light or other AC
device that requires 60 watts AC or less. #22-144

140 -watt plug-in inverter
Higher -power version of #22-144 is the best choice for operating a
notebo&i: PC, small fan, TV or other device that requires 140 watts AC or
less. #22-'.48
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